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Perhach, William

From: Bankoff Barbara (SC US) [Barbara.Ban koff~sc.siemens.com]

Sent: Thursday, June 23, 2005 2:40 PM
To: Stolpe, Elizabeth A.
Subject: FW: CEl letter to NYT on CEQ official Phil Cooney's editing of climate reports

Elizabeth -

Meant to do this immediately, then forgot. I'm sorry. I thought Lautenberg was just sleazy yesterday, by the way.
Haven't seen the Post yet today, but I hear they have a nasty editorial.
Thanks,
Barb

From: Marlo Lewis [mailto: mlewis~cei.org]
Sent: Friday, June 10, 2005 10:22 AM
To: Marlo Lewis
Subject: CEI letter to NYT on CEQ official Phil Cooney's editing of climate reports

CEI Competitive Enterprise Institute

Climatle Reports, Edited to Fit
Lewis Letter to the Editor in The New York Times

Op-Eds & Articles
by Mario Lewis.Jr.
June 10, 2005

To the Editor:

Philip A. Cooney crossed out several lines predicting the reduction of mountain glaciers and snowpack in polar
regions and "serious impacts on native populations that rely on fishing and hunting."

His marginal note says the deleted material was "straying from research strategy into speculative
findings/musings." True or false?

Polyakov et al. (2002) found that the Arctic was warmer during the late 1930's than it is today. So attributing most
or all recent reduction in Arctic ice cover to man-made global warming is speculative. Davis et al. (2005) found
that Antarctica's snowpack is thickening.

As for impacts on native peoples, Inuit culture flourished during several periods when Alaska was as warm as or
warmer than it is today. Mr. Cooney's description of the deleted material as "speculative findings/musings" is
correct.

Mario Lewis
Washington, June 8, 2005
The writer is a senior fellow at the Competitive Enterprise Institute.
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